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Enter Their World

Obviously, if you want to find the type of women that will want to hire you, you have to go where they go... you have to frequent the places that they do.

Unlike the average seduction avenues, where you go to seduce the everyday woman, such as your local bars, clubs, grocery stores, bookstores, coffee shops, etc., the locations for potential clients can often be exclusive or at least more upper scale.

This is not to say that your average clients don't go to bookstores or coffee shops. They do. But, you don't want to waste your time trying to 'guess' which woman, if any, is a potential client among the rest of the women, on any given day.

So, you go where the odds are in your favor. You go where most of them hang out.

This also implies that your neighborhood and your town/city may not be the best place to look for these women, unless you happen to live in a rich neighborhood.

One of the best locations to go to is high-priced hotels - the bars and sometimes restaurants in these hotels can be great places to meet potential clients.

Upscale restaurants with bars, high-end night clubs, health clubs (gyms) in rich neighborhoods are also great.
Using that same logic, you could probably go to the bookstores, coffee shops, and maybe even grocery stores in \textit{their} (rich) neighborhoods. But, use these as your secondary locations.

Obviously, your goal is to target women who are rich - women to whom money is no object. They can easily afford your high prices and won't think twice about paying you what you’re asking.

If you ever find yourself having to negotiate the price, or explaining to a woman why she should find the means to pay for your service, you’re talking to the wrong woman and you should stop immediately. She is not your potential client if she can't easily afford your fees.

**Let Her Come to You**

To build on the above advice...if you have to sell too hard, you're targeting the wrong people.

I realize that this can be a little tricky, especially if you're out there looking for your very first client.

But...you must act as if you've done this many times before. Remember, these women are not looking for a 'virgin' - they're not even looking for the 'average guy.'

See, women are used to guys kissing up to them, trying too hard, and even appearing too clingy and desperate from the very start. (Frankly, they're tired of this kind of guy.)

You are \textit{not} one of those guys! So, you'll have to act accordingly.

Another reason you have to act your part is because you want her \textit{to come to you!} Not the other way around.

Yes, you're out looking for her - your first client - but you want her to see you as the prize, you want to position yourself in a way that makes her sees you as the indulgence... that, if she misses out on, another lucky woman will get to enjoy, instead. (Remember, these women are used to wanting, and getting, the best - especially if they see other women in their circle coveting that item.)
That also means, appear confident... not anxious or desperate. Relaxed...not tense, nervous or fidgety.

Most importantly, never, ever lose your cool. Do not get upset or angry, nor appear frustrated or out of place. Don’t let anyone - especially your prospective clients - ruffle your feathers one bit.

Remember, at some point during your interaction with her, you'll be telling her that you're a high-priced gigolo. Firstly, don’t be afraid to tell them who you are and what you do. Secondly, don't let them rattle you with their jokes, initial skepticism, or even "tests" that they'll throw at you to see if you really are who you claim to be.

Stay in character, no matter what. Be the gigolo - not the "average chump." No matter what.

**How to Get a Client**

Yes, landing that first client is the hardest part of this business. I won’t lie to you.

It may seem even harder because your mind - on some level - may not completely believe that any of this is even possible! It may be telling you that what you're doing is a bit crazy.

That's normal, and is expected whenever you try to get into something new and unfamiliar.

So, just stick to the advice given in this report. If you follow the plan that I'm giving to you, it will work - and things will move quickly too, once you get that first client.

If you can't seem to get that first one, go back and re-study / re-visit this manual. There may be just one tiny piece that you're missing or not quite getting right.

And yes, it means you will have to fake it till you make it. (Just as is true with any other job, everyone wants someone with experience. Yet, you have none, so no one will hire you. But you can't get any experience until someone does hire you! It's the classic Catch-22 situation.)

The solution is to act as-if. You obviously don't want to tell her that that she's your first client, or that this is your first day of being a gigolo.
Instead, let it be known that you’ve been doing this for several (or at least a few) years.

And...Remember all the other pieces of advice touched on previously...

Stay relaxed, smile, and be confident, be comfortable in your clothes and in the environment you’re in.

(If you're not, just start hanging out at these kinds of places till you do. It will also help you greatly if you take the time to familiarize yourself with these locations. Learn what the place is about and where everything is situated. Befriend the employees, bartenders, etc. of the establishment to further help you become familiar and comfortable working there.)

Price should never be an issue for the potential client. If it is, move on...politely but quickly. (Of course, if it's a slow night or you happen to enjoy that woman's company and don’t mind continuing the exchange, that's your choice.)

And...Obviously, if you keep running into the types of women who can't afford you - or if you're in a location where you don't see too much action, move on to the next spot. Don’t hope that things will get better or that a potential client will finally walk in.

Your First Encounter

Okay...so you've kept all the rules and advice (discussed earlier) in mind...you've dressed the part...you're in the appropriate location...and you spot a potential client. Now what...

Well, some of the general rules and strategies for seduction 'approach' still apply. (And that's why you can use some of what I share in this report to get rich dates too, if you want.)

In most cases, especially when you're still new to this business, you will have to approach her - at least to get things started. (Or you can let your presence be known to her in some other creative way.)

This is the time to use the training from earlier...greet her, and engage into playful conversation. Don’t enter her personal space right away. Simply go sit next to her, if she's sitting at the bar, for example.
Throughout this entire phase, you will give off the vibe that you are the prize - without appearing like a jerk, too arrogant, or actually coming out and saying those words. (Remember, it's all about "fun" - that's what she's looking for.)

Share jokes, flirt with her a little (not too much,) but maintain the position that "you get paid" for providing a service. In other words, a nice, fun chat is all she's going to get this time.

That means, if she asks for a drink, dinner, more time with you, another date, etc. you have to let her know right there that "that is going to cost you." And say it with a smile.

Important: It's very possible that some women will need to warm up to you a bit, especially after they find out that you're a gigolo. So, go slow - don't rush things nor be pushy. Your interaction with her should be comfortable, non-threatening, and yes...fun. (You can still tease her a little bit about stuff, when appropriate, but do it all in a fun way.)

And remember, do not appear too anxious or desperate.

Of course, you must get used to saying you're a gigolo without hesitating, especially if/when she asks you... "So, what do you do?"

Say it confidently, and say it proudly. (If you don’t like what you're doing, or appear ashamed to admit it, she will not want much to do with you.)

The same goes for when you're telling them how much you charge. If any of the above statements come across as phony or untrue, it will not work. Your relaxed confidence will be your valuable asset here.

If she happens to feel negatively about gigolos, don't worry - use it as an opportunity to help her understand what it is that you do, as you clear up any assumptions or misconceptions she may have. (Read: it's a great opportunity for you to "sell" the idea, and the need, for a gigolo. I've already explained to you what that is, earlier in the report.)

Remember, your mood - especially a positive one - can be infectious. That means, not only will it draw women in, it will influence their moods and energy as well.
Also, be ready to get "rejected." (Rejected is such a weird word. Basically, be ready for her to walk away or tell you that she's "not interested" in paying for your service.

Don’t lose your cool. Remember, women are used to guys coming on too strong. And...They’re used to guys starting to "beg," getting angry, upset or annoyed when the woman says "no." (The guys feel "rejected.")

But you’re not that kind of guy, are you...

It's not a big deal if she doesn't go for your offer. It's very likely that she won't be out there looking for a gigolo on the very same night you're out looking for a client. She may not even be looking for a gigolo, period.

If she’s not interested, simply end things politely, and with a smile. And hand her your card.

Trust me, when she aches for that special feeling (which she's not getting anywhere,) she will call you. Your job is simply to let her know what she's missing out on, not to push/force the sale.

Also...if she's not interested in your service, it’s still very possible that she may refer you to a friend who is in need of your kind of special attention.

So, always be nice, never get angry or upset, and end things politely. (Leave her wanting more, even if she doesn't appear to be interested.)

Besides, you don’t want to force, guilt or even persuade someone into paying for your services if they’re not a potential client. That will only end up in her flaking at the last minute or backing out for some other reason, i.e. she'll experience buyer's remorse.

Here's the reality of things...

Single women, even the rich ones, will get many men coming up to them and trying to impress her with their money, power or status. This kind of woman does not care for any of those things - but most guys do not understand that, and never will.
And then, *you* appear, and tell her that you're a gigolo. If nothing else, she'll be intrigued and fascinated by you.

You won't be like all the other guys that came at her before you (and she may even be a bit relieved about that.) That in itself will work in your favor.

The bottom line is, your potential clients are already starved for the kind of attention a gigolo (you) can give them. And that's precisely why you never have to push or make a hard sell.

You simply have to present the opportunity in front of her. And, if she doesn't hire you on the spot (most won't,) give her a chance to go home and start feeling bad/sad/lonely again. That's when she will call you. (If you start pushing too much *before* she gets to that place of "need," you will ruin the sale. So do not do that.)

**She's Calling Your Number...Now What...?**

Some women will call you within just hours after that first encounter at the bar, restaurant, or whatever.

And sometimes, a woman will spend days, or even weeks toying with the idea of calling you, if she has never done this before. She may think about it, she may fantasize about it, she may even dream about it.

Whatever the case may be, you must always keep in mind that her first time may be uncomfortable for her. She may hesitate, be nervous, or even a little scared of the whole thing.

And that brings us to one of the most important aspects of this job...

**Comfort and Safety**

Your *job number one* has to be to create a place of comfort, safety and security for her, from the very start.
She may even be nervous when she calls you and talks to you on the phone for the very first time.

Be sure to let her know from the beginning that she has nothing to be worried about...that this experience will be fun, relaxing, and enjoyable...and that she won't have to do anything that she doesn't want to or isn't comfortable doing.

Let her know that **this is all about her**. And, remind yourself always that **that is your job** - to tend to her needs and wants and desires. That’s what you’re getting paid the big bucks for. It's not about you, it's all about her.

Your job is to create a fantasy world for her. A place where she feels safe, comfortable, relaxed, completely free to be herself without being judged, criticized or ridiculed in any way.

And yes...your job is to make her feel special, beautiful, smart, secure... like she's the only one in the world that matters right now. She has to be your main focus while you're with her.

**Important**: She is *not* obligated to reciprocate in any way, and you should never expect, ask or even imply that she has to do anything to or for you in return for what you're doing and being for her. That is why she’s *paying* you.

Also...do **not** take it personally if she doesn't reciprocate or give you the attention and romance that you are giving her.

It's not her job to make you feel special. But, it *is your job* to make her feel incredible, for which you are getting paid handsomely. She has hired you for that very purpose.

**Be In Charge**

Pay attention to her needs but don't become a pest. You're not a bashful servant that jumps at her every whim. You are a gigolo - you are all man.

That means, you are still the one who takes charge of situations, you are the one that *gets things done*. 
You have to make decisions about where to go, what to do, etc. She is paying you for the luxury of not having to do anything herself. You will take care of everything.

This may be tricky if you don’t know what she likes or doesn’t like to do.

So...instead of asking her what she would like to do (which is not a sign of a man in charge,) give her choices of what she can pick from. And, if she's unsure, make the choice for her and tell her that you think she will enjoy that choice. (This includes activities, food choices, and anything else that may come up.)

Being in charge also means being in control of the situation at all times, and making sure that the overall experience is fun and positive.

That also means, if she starts turning things negative, whether she’s feeling bad about something, being a bitch about something, or whatever... it is your job to gently (and sometimes firmly) bring things back to being positive and fun.

Fun and positive emotions is the theme of the world you create for her.

**Be Fun!**

It’s no secret at this point...your job is to make sure she has a fun, enjoyable time.

Have jokes and interesting stories ready to keep her entertained and laughing from the moment you get together.

Remember what we covered earlier, laughter and humor can be one of your most powerful allies in this business. If you can get her laughing, you can get her relaxed, comfortable and entertained (and keep her that way by continuing the laughter.)

Make a list of fun and interesting things you can do together. Nothing serious, and definitely nothing that will require either of you to "learn a new skill." This can make her uncomfortable, and make you look stupid - if you're not able to do the activity well.

Going to the zoo, a hot air balloon ride, or any other similar activities where neither of you have to do or learn anything serious is a good choice.
Be Flawed

One of the ways to make her feel comfortable and willing to be herself with you (in the world you’re creating for her,) is for you to show her that you are not perfect.

Moreover, you want to show her that you’re okay with that, that it is normal to have flaws, that we all have them. Nobody’s perfect.

Make mistakes, and admit them when you do. Make fun of yourself a little (don’t over do this.) Show her that it’s not a big deal.

When she sees that, she will be more open to showing her own flaws. In other words, she’ll learn to just have fun and not worry about showing her true self - which is something she has to hide from most of the people in her world.

Be silly. Do silly things, play silly games, just let loose - be a kid. And encourage her to allow the kid inside of her to come out and play. (This can be very liberating for her, and very powerful for you and your business.)

Never Judge

You’ve heard it before - you are never to judge, criticize or ridicule anything about her. And, don’t tell her what to do or how to do what she’s doing differently.

Don’t tell her how to live her life.

She gets enough of that in her world already. If she was born rich, she has no doubt received more than her share of criticisms, advice, and even been forced into doing things a certain way or taking up certain activities, "hobbies" etc. just to appease her elders and/or her social circle.

She doesn’t need any more of that from you.

That also means you are not to give her advice on anything, unless she specifically asks for it. And even then, do it in a very constructive, positive and gentle way.

Instead of criticizing anything, encourage her to open up more and be herself around you.
And when she does, be very supportive and encouraging, **be a good listener**, and make her feel good about herself.

Even if you don’t agree with her beliefs or choices, keep in mind that *this is her time*. Her time with you is when she lets her true self out, when she enjoys her life and enjoys being *herself*... and your job is to see that she has the time of her life.

(Think about that for a moment... women are constantly being told by the media and by everyone else about how to act, how to look, what to eat, how much to weigh, etc. etc. Someone is always pointing out their flaws and imperfections.

And now, imagine the one person in the entire world who doesn’t care about any of those things... the one person who lets the woman just *be herself* and enjoy it!

Do you see now why women are willing to pay a lot of money for gigolos with the above skills? And do you also see why most men suck at all of this and will never understand how to make a woman feel the way you can?)

And, as if that weren’t *enough* to make her totally *addicted* to you, you then go on to...

**Make Her Feel *Special***

Yes, you've heard this before, haven't you? And you'll probably hear it again before this report is done.

Treat her like a princess. Romance the hell out of her. Make her glow.

Touch her very lovingly. Start out with simple, non-intrusive touches and let her get comfortable with that. Women are starved for a loving touch.

Hold her hand, squeeze it gently in yours, give her warm and friendly hugs and kiss her cheek, kiss her hand like gentlemen do to princesses or royalty. Squeeze her arm firmly but gently. Offer to give her a back massage, foot massage, etc.

If she seems to want more, give her more. If she seems a bit reserved, back off a little bit and let her warm up to it.
Note: Do not get too sexual with this stuff until you get a clear signal from her. Remember, making her feel safe and comfortable is of primary importance.

Tip: Sex can be a tricky subject, even in the gigolo/client relationship. My advice is to let her know, when appropriate (before you’re about to spend the night, etc.) that she should never feel pressured about sex, and that she should only indulge in that part your service if she really wants to, feels comfortable about it...and, let her know that her enjoyment and pleasure is the most important thing. (Yes, that also means that your sexual needs are not of importance here. This is all about her.)

Saying something like what’s advised above will help her to relax and just enjoy the time with you without having to worry about what, when, or how sex will come into play.

Compliment her on her outfit or choice of colors, etc.

Tell her she looks beautiful (but don’t overdo this.) Make it sincere or she won’t believe it. It’s always more believable to pick out one thing about her looks and point that out in a positive way - especially something that others may not notice or mention first. (And be sincere about it!)

Also, find something about her that you really do like, admire and appreciate a lot. And, let that thing help you see her in a special way. (This will make you stand apart from most other gigolos!)

Once you find something about her that you really like, keep that thing in your mind, whenever you’re with her or are talking to her. (There may be times when she does or says something that might annoy or upset you. During those times, you can remind yourself of those good qualities about her. And, of course, remind yourself to not take anything personally. This is a job - one that pays extremely well.)

And, yes, most importantly... make her feel good about who she is. Her personality, her views and perspectives, her choices, all of these things make her unique. They make her who she is. And most people, especially guys, rarely if ever notice these things about her. (They are too distracted by her face, her chest, her legs, her ass, or any number of things that so easily distract most guys.)
Keep the Drama Out

Remember what I said earlier... do not ever expect her to reciprocate and do any of those things for you in return. She’s paying you to do all of those things for her, not the other way around.

That also means, you are not to unload any of your drama or challenges/upsets about your life on her. Ever. You can be a good listener to her - but not the other way around.

She doesn’t want to hear about your kitchen sink leaking, your car being broken into, or even your dog dying. Keep all that separate from your business (gigolo) life.

As far as she knows, you don’t have any major drama to tell her about. If she really presses you about it and wants to hear it, keep it brief.

The same goes for your emotional baggage. Don’t let her see or hear about any of it.

Your emotions will only get in the way of her expressing her own emotions fully and freely. And you can’t have that.

Keep in mind why she’s paying you. And...keep in mind what is going to make her addicted to you... it’s the freedom and openness you give her to be herself in every way.

It is unlike anything she may have ever experienced before, and definitely something she would not find elsewhere.

That’s why this business is booming - and why you can be in huge demand!

The Business of Being a Gigolo

Yes, this is a great time to be in the gigolo business. And, if you follow the plan and do things the right way, you can be in great demand.

What you must understand is that this is, in fact, a business, just like any other business. Therefore, you have to treat it like one. You have to invest your time and effort into it.
My background and expertise happens to be in marketing and business strategy. So, I can say with authority that there are only a few primary aspects you need to focus on, to make any business a success. They are...

1. Give the customer what they want!

This happens to be one of the hardest pieces for most marketers to figure out: understanding the customer. I've made this part brain dead easy for you by explaining exactly what your ideal customer/client wants, needs, and even craves.

Your job is to focus on those needs, wants and cravings fully...and then, give it to her!

Give them what they want, and do it better than anyone else can. Or at least, do it as best as you can, without holding back.

2. Encourage Repeat Business & Referrals

Really, all you need to stay in business indefinitely is to get your existing clients to keep hiring you, i.e. create repeat business...and...create a system that brings in new clients without much work on your part.

If you do the first part well, your clients won't be able to help but refer you to their best friends and acquaintances. (Remember, these are women with full lives and other responsibilities. So, even if they'd like to hire you every day or evening, they won't be able to.)

Of course, when starting out, you will have to go out there and get a few clients by yourself.

And then, treat them like royalty. Make them feel incredible.

Do that and you will never run out of business.

3. Keep improving on the product

Obviously, you have to start the business with a great product - which is you, after you've studied this manual and transformed yourself accordingly.
But, the real business successes are experienced by those that continue to improve on the product. Keep learning and growing and making yourself better.

Make this a study. Become better at making women feel amazing. Become better at turning them on and driving them wild in the bedroom. (We offer some products that can help you do all of that.) Develop your conversational and entertainment skills (including story-telling and making them laugh.)

Continue becoming a better man.

In addition to the big 3 I've shared above, you need to take care of the administrative stuff, to stay on top of your business.

That means, keeping your clients happy.

If they call you, answer the phone. If you can't answer, they should be able to leave a message and/or text you. If they do, always return their calls or texts.

As your business grows, you will also want to start creating folders for each client. (I recommend that you start doing this with your first client. That way, you also reinforce the belief in your mind that this is just the beginning that your business is only going to grow bigger.

Be sure to keep these folders highly confidential. Only you should have access to them. And, in them, you can start adding all the info about your client(s.)

Before you go out to see a client, you can open her folder and quickly scan through her info: likes, dislikes, interests, passions, etc. That way, when you go to see her, all that info will be fresh in your mind. You may impress her and make her feel even more special by being so familiar with her and her wants and needs.

And, since this is a business, you also want to keep the books straight, i.e. you should get paid on time. These are wealthy women, and there's no reason why they shouldn't pay on time.

(The only exceptions I would advise you to make are...
1. if she wants to see you on her birthday, I would not charge her for that, and...

2. if she requests your company because she has suffered a major tragedy or loss, I wouldn’t feel right charging her for that.)

When you do get paid, show your appreciation for it. And thank her. You want to get her "conditioned" to feeling good about paying you. It just makes everything work so much better, and eliminates a bunch of potential challenges.

Also, just like any other business or employment, you do not want to be tardy...and you want to keep your "sick" days to a minimum. That means, don’t break appointments unless you absolutely have to.

Obviously, there are exceptions - especially if you’re mentally in a bad place or going through a crisis of some sort. In those cases, it may be better to just take the day off and get yourself back to a "happy" place before you go out to see a client. Otherwise, you will bring her down as well - and that's the exact opposite of what she's paying you for.

And while we’re on the subject, let’s address the issue of clients canceling or flaking...

Every once in a while, this will happen. Your client may have to cancel or postpone an appointment with you. If this happens, don’t get upset or angry. Be understanding, sympathize with her if the situation warrants it, and happily reschedule.

However... if you get a client who continues to flake or cancel, especially at the last minute, you may have to set her priority lower than your other clients in good standing. (Like I said, this is a business, and you have to take care of these things, just like any other business.)

Similarly, you may end up with a problem client on rare occasion. It happens in every business. This business is no different.

If you end up with a problem client, who is either out of control, verbally/mentally (or even physically) abusive, someone who hires you just so they can treat you like crap or belittle
you, you should *never* get angry or treat them like they treat you. But, you *will* have to let them go as clients.

It's a delicate situation because this business is all about your reputation and referrals from your existing clients.

For those reasons, you have to always keep your cool and never get angry at a problem client.

Instead, tell them that it might be best to reschedule the current appointment to a future date and time. And let them know that they can call you anytime to reschedule. (Of course, if/when they do call to reschedule, you can simply let the voicemail get it. Eventually, they will get the 'message' and move on to someone else.)

Let me repeat...your reputation is everything in this business! So, never ever get angry at your clients, or at least *never* let them *see* or *know* that you're angry or upset. Keep your cool and leave on good terms, as best as possible.

**Is This Hard Work?**

Wow... all of this sounds like hard work, doesn’t it? Well, guess what... it is work!

It's not for everyone, and obviously not for the average guy...that's why there is such a demand for this service. And, that's why this report is full of advice and tips that can help you become a better kind of man than most men out there.

While it does require you to work, it is well worth the time and effort. The people you meet and the connections you make alone will be priceless.

Plus, it pays extremely well to be a high-priced gigolo.

Here's what I like to tell guys, and this perspective may help you to appreciate this business and enjoy it, as well...

If you're going to be in an actual relationship with a woman, i.e. have a steady girl friend, you will have to do most of the above work *anyway*, in order to maintain the relationship.
And, if you're going to have to do it anyway, heck, why not get paid for it!

Plus, unlike an actual relationship, you won't have to take this stuff home with you. When your appointment is done, it's done.

You go home and enjoy your time - without the woman being there to nag you about anything...without a woman requiring you to share and discuss every little decision with her before making it...without a woman assuming that the two of you are joined at the hip, and wanting to know about every little thing you do and everywhere you go.

In my opinion, the gigolo business is 20 times better than being in a "relationship."

Besides, a woman who pays you for your time will value you, and your time, 10 times more than a woman who feels she's entitled to your entire life just because she lets you have sex with her.

And, when you think about the satisfaction and rewarding feeling you'll get by making women feel as amazing and incredible as you could, so much so that they may become addicted to you, you'll know that you've hit the jackpot as far as businesses go.

You will also be the envy of almost every guy out there.

It really is a business unlike any other. So, study up, and then get out there to grab your share of the pie. :-)

The author, publisher, and distributor of this product assume no responsibility for the use or misuse of this product, or for any injury, damage and/or financial loss sustained to persons or property as a result of using this report. The liability, negligence, use, misuse or abuse of the operation of any methods, strategies, instructions or ideas contained in the material herein is the sole responsibility of the reader.

The material contained in this publication is provided for information purposes only!
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this is the ultimate “stealth method” for seducing women
and getting laid! Click here
to learn the secrets of
“Female Mind Control,”
and make any woman
psychologically & sexually
ADDICTED TO YOU.

GET IT NOW

ED REVERSER

Click here to watch this
short presentation, and
discover the ancient,
all-natural secret that
gives you bulging,
ROCK HARD ERECTIONS
on command!

GET IT NOW

PE SUPER SIZER

Click here and learn one
weird trick that naturally adds
extra inches AND girth to
your penis. Now you can get
the SIZE that women
crave - without pumps,
injections or surgery!

These penis enlargement
secrets are easy and 100%
all-natural.

GET IT NOW

MONEY SHOT MAXIMIZER

Want to shoot massive
“money shots” from
now on?
Click here to discover how
to shoot huge, thick loads
that will AMAZE women!

(It’s the secret used by top
porn stars...)

GET IT NOW